
INFORMATION ABOUT KURU / HEALTH & HEALING

Greetings In The Love & Light of The One Infinite Creator! 

Please know that this information is somewhat graphic and disturbing but necessary. 

Yes I have seen the video with Hillary & Huma and what these two Satanic with 
monsters did to that poor young person. I cried for quite a few hours and it hurt my soul. 
I also could not sleep for several days and when I did I had nightmares. 

When I used to travel with my father in the 50-80's you would see cattle herds in the 
thousands every where. On Government lands, National forest, BLM etc. you would see 
them on free range areas, and the cow pies everywhere made it hard to find a nice 
place to camp. My father used to camp outside camp grounds (that is how it was and 
prior to 1960; there weren't that many campgrounds and most of them developed from 
areas where hikers and rock climbers just pulled off to camp before going out.
 
So, on the bright side, now it is easy to find a nice campsite as you find almost no cow 
pies or cows roaming around. Also when driving on back dirt roads, 4x4 roads etc. you 
don't have to wait for the cows anymore to slowly move off the road. Also when you 
drive across the country the biggest herd you see is maybe a hundred head but more 
usually about 10 to 20. 

The first fast food burger place was McDonalds, and it opened in December 12, 1948. 
In 1963 they sold their first billion burgers. During that time when you drove around the 
country especially in the Western states cow herds were in the thousands. 

McDonalds now sells about 1/2 billion a year! But now when you drive around you see 
NO cows or very VERY small herds. Additionally, McDonalds buys about 70% of the 
worlds beef. This is not to mention Wendy's, Burger King etc. or the "ground beef" 
people buy in stores.
 
To understand where I am obviously going listen to this link:

Rabbi Abraham Finkelstein Tells All ~ Is McDonalds Serving Human Burgers?  
Interview with Rabbi Abraham Finkelstein

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oT75brw3OCs


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oT75brw3OCs&feature=youtu.beInterview

As you hear here the answer is awful. 

The FDA has tested McDonalds beef and it is 80% human! 

I have also talked to a man from Rick's chat audience that worked in a meat packing 
and processing plant in Ireland and he said that starting in the late 60's the meat coming 
in to be processed changed from having fur and a dark red to having no fur, smelling 
kind of sickly sweet and pink.
 
Think of how there has been from that time a huge upswing in the populace (especially 
in the U.S.) of dementia, Parkinson's, Alzheimers and many such neurological & brain 
disorders. 

Now showing as much of those are side effects of Kuru which is mostly contracted by 
eating humans. 

Look at this link for symptoms: https://www.healthsoothe.com/kuru-laughing-death-
causes-treatment/

The name kuru means “to shiver” or “trembling in fear.” The symptoms of the disease 
include muscle twitching and loss of coordination. Other symptoms include difficulty 
walking, involuntary movements, behavioral and mood changes, dementia, and difficulty 
eating. The latter can cause malnutrition. Kuru has no known cure. 
 
Kuru occurs in three stages. It’s usually preceded by headache and joint pain. Since 
these are common symptoms, they are often missed as clues that a more serious 
disease is underway. 

In the first stage, a person with kuru exhibits some loss of bodily control. They may have 
difficulty balancing and maintaining posture. 

In the second stage, or sedentary stage, the person is unable to walk. Body tremors and 
significant involuntary jerks and movements begin to occur. 

In the third stage, the person is usually bedridden and incontinent. They lose the ability 
to speak. They may also exhibit dementia or behavior changes, causing them to seem 
unconcerned about their health. 

Starvation and malnutrition usually set in at the third stage, due to the difficulty of eating 
and swallowing. These secondary symptoms can lead to death within a year. Most 
people end up dying from pneumonia. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oT75brw3OCs&feature=youtu.beInterview
https://www.healthsoothe.com/kuru-laughing-death-causes-treatment/
https://www.healthsoothe.com/kuru-laughing-death-causes-treatment/


What are the causes of kuru? 

Kuru belongs to a class of diseases called transmissible spongiform encephalopathies 
(TSEs), also called prion diseases. It primarily affects the cerebellum — the part of your 
brain responsible for coordination and balance. 

Unlike most infections or infectious agents, kuru is not caused by a bacteria, virus, or 
fungus. Infectious, abnormal proteins known as prions cause kuru. Prions are not living 
organisms and do not reproduce. They are inanimate, misshapen proteins that multiply 
in the brain and form clumps, hindering normal brain processes. 

Creutzfeldt-Jakob, Gerstmann-Sträussler-Scheinker disease, and fatal familial insomnia 
are other degenerative diseases caused by prions. These spongiform diseases, as well 
as kuru, create sponge-like holes in your brain and are fatal. 

You can contract the disease by eating an infected brain or coming into contact with 
open wounds or sores of someone infected with it. Kuru developed primarily in the Fore 
people of New Guinea when they ate the brains of dead relatives during funeral rites. 
Women and children were mainly infected because they were the primary participants in 
these rites. 


